NETTLE MEADOW'S FROMAGE FRAIS DE VACHE IS NEW, AFFORDABLE AND DELICIOUS! These creamy flavors are simple and perfect. The savory flavors include Kalamata Olive and Chives, both of which are lovely on a cracker or in your favorite sandwich. Our sweet flavors are kid-friendly and approachable – Lemon Poppy Seed, Cherry Chocolate Chip, and our personal favorite, Strawberry Pie.

These cups are made exclusively with Jersey Cow Milk for a lower price point and a rich, creamy flavor. Nettle Meadow's creative cheesemakers make, mix, and pack this cheese in small batches, making it another beautiful, artisanal member of the cheese collection. Nettle Meadow is first and foremost a farm and animal sanctuary, home to hundreds of goats and sheep who contribute daily to so many of our wonderful cheeses.

- Fresh and clean tasting spread-able cow cheese
- Nettle Meadow is committed to the principles of natural and organic ingredients, happy and healthy animals and carefully hand-crafted artisan cheese
- Every cup is hand mixed and hand packed
- Flavor profile is fresh, sweet, creamy and light
- 90 day refrigerated shelf life with pre-printed best by dates
- UPC codes for each flavor
- Case pack size: (8) 5 ounce cups
- Organic Vegetarian Rennet
- Available year-round